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Register Your Warranty
When your new TigerStop arrives, you will find a warranty registration wrapped around the
controller in the accessory box.

Fill out this form and fax it to TigerStop Customer Service at (360) 260-0755.
TigerStop Customer Service will contact you by return fax or by phone to give you the enable
code, within the hour during regular business hours, (360) 254-0661 x238 Mon-Fri 7am~4pm PST
(West Coast), service@tigerstop.com, or the next business day if faxed after 4:00 P.M.
When you get your enable code from TigerStop Customer Service, it's time to enable your
TigerStop!
Your TigerStop warranty begins on the day that your TigerStop is enabled!

To enable your TigerStop…
Fill out the warranty registration form and fax it to TigerStop. Fax 360-260-0755.
TigerStop customer service will give you your machine's enable code.

Turn TigerStop ON

. The switch is on the motor box

.

The screen displays…

You will see the message "Enter enable code" on the top line of the LCD screen, which alternates
with two other messages: "Call TigerStop," and the factory telephone number "(360) 254-0661."
The serial number of your machine is constantly displayed on the bottom line of the screen. When
you enter the enable code, it will REPLACE the serial number.
Enter the enable code and press
to load the code.
If the "Enter enable code" and the other messages stop blinking, the enable code has been
successfully loaded (but not yet stored), so you can run the home routine. If the messages continue
displaying on the top line of the screen, you have not entered the enable code correctly. Take a
careful look at the enable code and re-enter it. If it still does not work, call TigerStop Customer
Service.
If you encounter a home routine failure right after you have entered your enable code, the enable code will
NOT have been stored, and it will have to be re-entered. TigerStop is not actually enabled until it has
successfully run the home routine and stored the enable code.
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Enable Your TigerStop
To use your TigerStop, you have to enable it! Your TigerStop warranty
begins on the day that your TigerStop is enabled!

To enable your TigerStop…
Fill out the warranty registration form and fax it to TigerStop.
Fax 360-260-0755.
TigerStop customer service will give you your machine's enable code.

Turn TigerStop ON

. The switch is on the motor box

.

The screen displays…

You will see the message "Enter enable code" on the top line of the LCD screen, which alternates
with two other messages: "Call TigerStop," and the factory telephone number "(360) 254-0661."
The serial number of your machine is constantly displayed on the bottom line of the screen. When
you enter the enable code, it will REPLACE the serial number.
Enter the enable code and press
to load the code.
If the "Enter enable code" and the other messages stop blinking, the enable code has been
successfully loaded (but not yet stored), so you can run the home routine. If the "Enter enable
code" and the other messages continue to display…
If you encounter a home routine failure right after you have entered your enable code, the enable code will
NOT have been stored, and it will have to be re-entered. TigerStop is not actually enabled until it has
successfully run the home routine and stored the enable code.
If you are upgrading to a new software level, you must enter a new enable code…
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The Basic TigerStop

The basic TigerStop consists of 7 components:
1. The motor box, blue anodized aluminum. There is a warning sticker on the motor box end cap.
(Shown below, figure 1.)
2. Red Power ON/OFF switch.
3. The flip-away stop, aluminum, yellow powder-coated, with safety label.
This component is shipped with its fastening hardware in the accessory box and must be attached
at installation.
4. The controller, aluminum, yellow powder-coated, with bright green keypad face and colored
buttons.
5. The trim strips, orange plastic strips that fill the T-slots on 2 sides of the fence beam.
6. The end cap, blue anodized aluminum with a tensioning bolt in the center, over which there is a
label to prevent tampering. (Shown below, figure 2.)
DO NOT remove the label or loosen the tensioning bolt! As the label says, "Removal will VOID the
warranty."

7. The serial number, which is stamped into the metal of the fence beam on the forward face at the
far end.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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TigerStop Version and Level
The TigerStop controller is a compact computer. Operation software
loaded into the controller has been periodically updated since TigerStop's first model.
These updates are tracked by the Version number. The version number flashes quickly on
the top line of the controller screen whenever TigerStop is powered on. The software Level
appears on the bottom line.
To view the Version and Level screen…


Hold down

and power on TigerStop to view the version (on top line) and level (on bottom

line) at the Version and Level screen. Current TigerStops display


When you release

.

the screen advances to the Home routine screen

.

TigerStop is available in one of four Levels of software sophistication.
Level 1: Basic
TigerStop Basic for manual cut list data entry has all the basic TigerStop functions…
 Move to position
 Increment
 99 Cut Lists — set point mode, push feed mode, pattern mode
 99 Hot Keys
 Calculator
 Multiple Data Entry Styles — metric or inches, feet and inches, fractional inches
 Keyboard Short Cuts

Level 2: TigerSet Communication
Control your TigerStop with TigerSet Communication software. In addition to the Basic functions
described under Level 1…
 TigerSet lets you control TigerStop’s position from a remote PLC or computer using your own
custom programming, or from bar coded lists, using the TigerStop Bar Code Scanner BCS.
 TigerSet activates the RS232 port, so your program can “talk” to the TigerStop.
This option does not allow the direct downloading of cut list data to TigerStop memory.
If your computer is more than 75’ (25 meters) from TigerStop, you may need to order a Short Haul Modem
SHM.

Level 3: TigerOptimizer
Optimize your cuts with TigerOptimizer, and make entering your cut lists fast and easy with TigerLink
downloading software that comes with Level 3. Download cut lists into TigerStop memory from your cut
listing programs. In addition to the Basic and communication functions described under Levels 1 and 2…
4

TigerStop Version and Level








TigerOptimizer lets TigerStop optimize your cut list yield by finding the best combination of cut
Pieces that can be taken out of a given Clear Length with a minimum of Waste.
TigerOptimizer is a true “best fit” system capable of up to 15,000 potential solutions per second.
TigerOptimizer operates on downloaded or manually entered cut lists.
Head and tail cuts can be automatically entered for all cut lists.
Part descriptions can be stored and displayed on screen for downloaded cut lists.
Optimization can be configured to process materials “Waste first” or “Waste last” mode.
When you order TigerStop equipped with TigerOptimizer, the controller will have an activated
RS232 port which allows data downloads using TigerLink (included). Cut lists can still be entered
into TigerStop’s memory at the controller, if desired.
If your computer is more than 75’ (25 meters) from TigerStop, you may need to order a Short Haul Modem
SHM.




Download cut lists with TigerLink, included with TigerOptimizer.
TigerLink lets the user select, manipulate, and download cut list data from Windows-based
programs to the TigerStop for later processing.

Level 4: TigerStop Labeller
Print adhesive labels with TigerStop Labeller. In addition to the Basic and communication functions
described under Levels 1 and 2, and downloading and optimization described under Level 3…
 TigerStop Labeller lets you print self-adhesive labels for every piece you cut.
 The printer ejects a label and peels it off the backing, you make your cut, remove the finished part,
and attach the label, and TigerStop moves to the next position.
 With TigerLink the data that prints on the labels is totally in your control — you select what you
want printed, and how to print it — text, barcode, or both.
 You can print up to 16 fields per label.
The standard label printer uses 2” wide labels (PRINT-2). Optional label printer for 4” wide
labels is also available (PRINT-4).
If your computer is more than 75’ (25 meters) from TigerStop, you may need to order a Short Haul Modem
SHM.
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What Is My Password?
The TigerStop password is set to the serial number at the factory.



The serial number is stamped into the metal of the TigerStop fence beam on the forward face at the
far end.
The TigerStop password can be changed.

Change the TigerStop Password
Every TigerStop is programmed with a default factory password, the
machine serial number. TigerStop recommends maintaining the machine serial number as
the password, but it can be changed by following the instructions below.
To change the TigerStop password on machines version 3.5 or later…
1. Press
The screen prompts you to enter in a password.
2. Enter the factory password

.

and press

The user will be prompted to enter in a new password
We recommend using the serial number as the password.
3. Enter the new password

and press

.

.

The user will be prompted to enter in the new password again
4. Enter in the same password
and press
.
The display returns to the Ready screen and the password is changed.

NEVER use 81550 as the new password.
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Know Your Controller

The TigerStop controller is the ordinary means of operating TigerStop and
using its many functions.



TigerStop versions 3.5 and higher utilize a new type of controller, called SMT to distinguish it from the original
design. Version and level display on screen when TigerStop is powered on.
The controller case itself is made of aluminum and has gaskets at all seams and at the LCD screen to prevent the
entry of metal dust or other contaminants.




There is a yellow pilot light

on the controller to indicate that TigerStop is powered

.

Controller Interface

Primary Function Keys
Program List is used to program cut lists, hot keys, and to access menus.
Increm(ent) is used in the operation of the Increment function.
Space Calib(rate) is used to enter lengths in feet, inches, and a fraction, to enter
numbers with a fraction, to enter negative lengths. It is also used to calibrate
TigerStop, to select inches or metric dimensions, and to set saw kerf.
Clear is used to clear or erase data entry one digit at a time.
1

TigerStop Quick Start
STOP is used to stop any TigerStop operation, to return to the Ready screen, and to
exit the Increment function.
START is used…




To start movement. After entering a length, a hot key, or an increment, START moves the
stop to the length entered.
To accept a length or quantity when entering a cut list.
To select a hot key length.

Numeric Calculator Keys

The number keys are used to enter values just like those on any calculator.
…are also used to select inches or metric dimensions.

Math Function Keys
MINUS is used to subtract values, to enter negative values, and to view the previous line
of data in a cut list.
PLUS is used to add values, and to view the next line of data in a cut list.
STAR is used to multiply values.
SLASH is used to divide values, and to enter fractions.

Inches or Metric

What is the screen display telling me?
TigerStop is in Metric mode when M m blinks in the lower right
corner.
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Know Your Controller
TigerStop is in Inch mode when I N blinks in the lower right
corner.

To select metric mode…
Press

. The Ready screen will change to

.

In TigerStop Manual documentation, all values are in Inches. Values and examples
in Metric are flagged by the Metric arrow and purple text and background.

To select inches mode…
Press

. The Ready screen will change to

Controller Ports
On the top edge of the
controller there are three ports. The wide
port is for the controller cable. The middle
port is for the cable running from your
computer to TigerStop. The port closest to the
left side of the controller is for the printer
cable.




Level 1 TigerStops will use only the controller
cable port.
Level 2, 3, and 4 TigerStops will use the
controller cable and the computer cable ports.
Level 4 TigerStops will use all three ports.
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Controller Cable Facts
1. The SMT controller cable is 6 feet (1.83m) long for TigerStops and 20 feet (6.1m) long for
TigerRip Fences.
2. There is only one way to plug in the controller cable: the "male" end plugs into the controller, the
"female" end plugs into the port on the side of the motor box.
3. Optional controller cables are available in 20 foot (6.1m) and 30 foot (9.15m) lengths.
4. The controller cable is shipped in the TigerStop accessories box in a pink anti-static bag (Fig. 1)
with a warning tag (Fig. 2) that gives instructions on use.

Important!
NEVER bend the
controller cable
sharply as shown in
Fig. 2. It can damage
the cable and cause
the controller not to
communicate with
TigerStop.
Fig. 1

Fig. 2

CRITICALLY important!
The TigerStop controller cable is a proprietary cable. You CANNOT replace it with a look-alike cable
obtained from a local electronics store. If you try to replace a TigerStop controller cable with any other
type, you risk serious damage to your machine!
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Simple Start Up
Whenever you power up TigerStop, it runs through the home routine.

Turn TigerStop ON

. The switch is on the side of the motor box

The screen displays

. Press

The screen displays

.

for the home routine…
.

Make sure NOTHING is in the path of the stop!

Press
again.
The stop will move away from the blue motor box and go through the 5 stages of the home routine.
When it comes to a halt, TigerStop is ready for action. The display will change to the Ready screen
. Posit= shows the current position of the stop.

You can now command TigerStop to move by using one of its many functions!
See also…

Home Routine
Performing Home Routines After Start Up
Home Routine Failure
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Move to Position
You can move TigerStop to any position within operating range by entering
the length at the controller and pressing START.
Always start at the Ready screen
.
 When you enter a length that you want TigerStop to move to, that length appears on the TOP line
of the screen.
 The bottom line shows TigerStop's current position after Posit=.


When you enter a length and press
the stop moves to the length you entered, and the
bottom line changes as it moves to the new position.

Move to 23 7/16"
This length can be entered two different ways.
Press

, or …

press

.
When you press

the stop moves to 23 7/16". The Ready screen always shows the length in

decimal inches, as in this example

.
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Increment
Use Increment to push material through a machine to make cuts of equal
length. Increment is a push feed function and always includes kerf.
Push feed a piece of material into the saw at 6” increments.
To use Increment…
1. Press

to enter the increment length and save it.

2. Move the stop out, load your material, and press
saw.

. The stop moves 6” + kerf towards the

3. After you make your cut, press
again to push feed the next increment, and keep doing this
till the material is used up.
When you are using Increment, the stop can be moved out to load material, or moved in to bypass
a defect, without losing the increment.

Your increment length is not lost until you press

To move the stop while incrementing…

Enter a length

and press

The next time you press

the stop will begin incrementing again.

Press

. The stop will move to the length you entered.

to end incrementing.

Remember! Your Increment Length is lost when you press…
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Program a Quick Cut List
Program and store a cut list in TigerStop memory by selecting a cut list
number from 1 to 99 and entering your lengths and quantities per length. Then, use the cut
list right away, or save it for later use.
The following example will introduce you to the idea of programming a cut list in TigerStop. It is a
short, manually entered set point cut list. In-depth instructions for set point, push feed, pattern,
and optimized cut lists can be accessed by clicking the link at the bottom of this page.

Enter into cut list #22 the following cuts (lengths and quantities): 24", 3
pieces — 28", 6 pieces — 32", 2 pieces
To program a cut list…
1. Press

.

If your TigerStop is enabled for optimizing, you will see

.

Press
to continue to the first cut. Otherwise…
Enter the first length and quantity into Cut#1.
2. Press
.
First you enter the length, then the quantity at that length.
Enter the second length and quantity into Cut#2.
3. Press
.
Enter the third length and quantity into Cut#3.
4. Press
5. Press

.
to save the cut list you just made.

The screen displays
6. To run the cut list NOW, press

.
. Click

to link to Run a Quick Cut List.

7. To exit the cut list you just programmed and save it, press
You are now back at the Ready screen.
Your pattern cut list is saved.

You can run it at any time in the future.
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Run a Quick Cut List
To RUN the cut list you just made right now…


At the query screen
press
.
The stop moves immediately to your first length and waits for you to make the first cut.
After making each cut, press

. This decrements the piece count.

When the quantity at the first length is complete, the next time you press
advances you to
the second length. This is how TigerStop goes through your cut list, line by line, until it is complete.
Your cut list will be complete when you see this screen

.

Delete a Cut List
To delete a cut list after you have used it…
1. At the cut list empty screen

press

2. Press

to pick the cut list you want to delete and advance to the cut

list menu
3. The graphic

.
represents any cut list in TigerStop memory.

4. Press

to delete the cut list, and the screen displays

5. Press

to delete the cut list, OR…

6. Press

to exit.

.

to exit the menu without deleting.
You had better be sure you want to delete that cut list, because once it has been deleted, it is GONE!
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Making Hot Keys
If you have up to 99 lengths that you cut frequently, you can have
TigerStop "remember" them. The number keys from 1 to 99 become hot keys to access
lengths quickly without having to key in long numbers. This will speed up TigerStop
operation significantly.




You cannot hot key to a value of zero.
Your hot keys have to start with 1, and you cannot skip a hot key number.
If you are using 12 hot keys, for example, program keys 1 through 12.
You can use Cut List Jump to get around when re-programming hot keys.

Make hot keys for three common lengths: 12", 14½" and 17¾"
To start making “hot keys”…
1. Press
to access the menu. The screen will display
and there may already be a value for GoSet#1 which is your first hot key. On a new TigerStop, this
value would have been entered during production and testing at the factory.
2. Press

to enter the first length

, and then press

to view it

. You have programmed your first hot key!
3. Press
to enter the next length, and the screen will display
. Again,
there may already be a value there, from the factory. Enter the new value right over the top of it!
4. Press
5. Press

to enter the next length, and
to enter the next length.

6. Press

to enter the third length and view it.

You can also press
7. Press

to view it, as before.

to go back to view or correct a previous hot key!

to save the three hot keys you just made.

Using Hot Keys
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Using Hot Keys
The key strokes needed to use a TigerStop hot key are simply…
.

Use the hot keys that you programmed in the example at Making Hot Keys.
Press

to use hot key #1. TigerStop moves out to 12".
Hot key lengths do NOT appear on the display while you're using them.

Press

to use hot key #2. TigerStop moves out to 14½".
The last hot key you used will become the default. If you used hot key #3, for example, and then
moved out to another length manually, when you go to use a hot key again, hot key #3 will display.
Enter the number of the hot key you really want right over it!

To see the value of a hot key before you use it…
Press

to see what value is programmed at a selected hot key.

If you want to use this hot key, press

and TigerStop moves out to that length.

If you DON'T want to use a hot key after viewing its value, simply press
different hot key.

, and then select a

If you use a lot of hot keys, it's a good idea to keep a printed list of the hot
key numbers and what lengths they go to.
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How Do I Enter … ?
Feet and Inches
To enter values in feet and inches, or feet, inches, and a fraction, use
between each part of the number:
Whole Feet

whole inches

fractional inches

.

Enter a value of 8 feet 9 and 3/4 inches.
Press

.
TigerStop moves to 8 feet 9 3/4 inches.
The screen displays

, the position expressed in decimal inches.

Fractions
To enter values in inches and a fraction, use

between each part of the

number:
Whole inches

fractional inches

.

19 and 13/16 inches.
Press

.
TigerStop moves to 19 13/16 inches.
The screen displays

, the position expressed in decimal inches.

Negative values
To enter negative values…
Press
number.

, where the keys shown as

represent the absolute value of any

You cannot enter a negative length if your TigerStop range of movement does not go below zero.
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Short Cut Keys
The TigerStop controller gives you instant access to several menus and operations by
means of short cut keys which are held down all at the same time, and then released. You always start at
the Ready screen. There is also a group of short cut keys used only by TigerStop technical support. Some
of these are used when TigerStop is powered ON and start from the Ready screen. Others are used by
holding the keys down together with TigerStop powered OFF, and then powering ON while holding them
down, before releasing them.

410 Service Menu
At the Ready screen
access the Service Menu.

hold down

to

74 Access Min-Max
At the Ready screen

hold down

.

52. Operational Diagnostics
At the Ready screen

hold down

.

10 Double End Toggle
At the Ready screen

hold down

13
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TigerStop Quick Start

Boot Diagnostics
1. Power TigerStop OFF.
2. Hold down

and power TigerStop ON.

Motor Selection
1. Power TigerStop OFF.
2. Hold down

and power TigerStop ON.

IK Auto-Detect
Interlock auto-detect (SIK Standard Interlock)
1. Power TigerStop OFF.
2. Hold down

and power TigerStop ON.

Interlock auto-detect (AIK Standard Interlock)
1. Power TigerStop OFF.

2. Hold down
while depressing saw pedal
power TigerStop ON

Load Factory Settings
1. Power TigerStop OFF

2. Hold down
and power TigerStop ON
Factory settings are now loaded!

Load Default Values
1. Power TigerStop OFF
2. Hold down
and power TigerStop ON
Default values are now loaded!
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Home Routine
Every TigerStop completes a home routine on start up. The home routine
is a five stage process as described below.








Prior to running the home routine, TigerStop automatically changes the values of several
parameters and then changes them back.
The ramps, velocity, lash and min/max limits are saved.
Once saved, the acceleration parameters are set to 50 (normally set to 75)
Velocity parameters are reset to 5 ips
Maximum Limit is set to +1000
Minimum Limit is set to -1000
Lash parameter is set to 0.

Recap of the Home routine at Start Up
Turn TigerStop ON
Press

. The screen displays

.

for the home routine. The screen displays

.

Make sure NOTHING is in the path of the stop!

Press

again.
The stop moves away from the blue motor box and begins to run through the 5 stages of the setup
routine…

The stop moves 1" (25mm) toward the zero end to ensure that the carriage is outside of the end
sensor. This also confirms that there is enough room to move toward the home end of the fence in later
stages.
The stop reverses direction and moves toward the home end of the machine until it trips the end
sensor. This confirms that the sensor is sending a signal to indicate that the carriage is blocked.
The value of the velocity parameter is automatically reset to 1 ips, and the stop backs away 1"
(25mm) to clear the far end sensor.
The stop moves slowly and precisely back to the home end sensor again until it is tripped. The
position displayed on screen is reset to the calibration parameter saved in the motion menu.
The stop again moves back 1" (25mm) to clear the home end sensor. Velocity and acceleration
parameters are restored to the values saved in the motion menu.
After stage 5, the display returns to the Ready screen

1
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Performing Home Routines After Start Up
The home routine can usually be performed without cycling power. This is
most often done if TigerStop X's out, either through a software error, or because the drive
is disabled after the stop comes up against an immovable object.
To perform a home routine without cycling power…



Press

.

Press
..
This will initiate the home routine.
TigerStop will run through all 5 stages and return to the Ready screen
indicate that the routine has been completed.

to

Home Routine Failure
If the home routine fails at power-on, the drive will be disabled and
movement commands will not be processed.
Parameter Check & Adjustment
Make sure that the values of the motion menu parameters in your TigerStop match those listed
below.


InVel = 5



InAccel = 50



InDecel = 50



OutVel = 5



OutAccel = 50



OutDecel = 50
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What is TigerStop Telling Me?
The controller screen displays TigerStop's current status as a letter at the
end of the top line. When TigerStop executes a movement or operation, it passes through
several stages, indicated by the letter rapidly changing.
H = Holding position: TigerStop is at rest.
A = Accelerating: TigerStop is speeding up from 0 to its target velocity.
C = Constant velocity: TigerStop is travelling at its target velocity.
D = Decelerating: TigerStop is slowing down to 0 velocity.
L = Lash compensation: TigerStop is making an adjustment move to account
for lash.
W = Wait: TigerStop is waiting to move, having disabled the interlock solenoid.
X = Drive disabled: For some reason TigerStop's drive is disengaged.
TigerStop has cut out and needs to be reset.

TigerRip Fence specific: X = TigerStop is at rest. Drive must be disabled because rip
fence handle is in lock down position, and the drive cannot be allowed free movement
once it comes to rest.
DM = Dead Man Open: TigerStop "thinks" the interlock limit switch is OPEN
and the saw or other tool engaged. The stop can NOT move with this status.
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Running Min-Max
The Min-Max routine defines TigerStop's operating range by detecting the
position of the end sensors at both extremities of the aluminum fence extrusion.
Min-Max is an auto-setup mode and should be run ONLY after the stop has run through the home
routine. Min-Max should be the ONLY method used to change minimum or maximum parameters.
See also, When to Run Min-Max.

1. At the Ready screen
then quickly release.
2. The screen displays

press and HOLD

and

at the same time,

.

Make sure NOTHING is in the path of the stop!

3. Press
again.
The stop will move to both ends of the fence extrusion, first to the far end, then to the motor end.
The minimum and maximum parameter values are now changed and saved.

When to Run Min-Max
The Min-Max routine should be run…


When a belt is changed or re-tensioned.
 When TigerStop has a problem that affects the minimum and maximum parameters.
 When parameters have been reset.
 When a controller has been replaced.
See also…

Set Up Auto-Test
Now Run Auto-Test
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Making TigerStop Accurate
Calibrate TigerStop to set its distance from zero. Calibrate whenever the
saw blade is changed, or when you add or remove a stop attachment, such as a gangstop or
pusher foot.
From a position at least 12" out, enter a length of 10".
1. Press
.
The stop moves inbound to a position 10" from the saw blade.
2. Cut a piece of stock at this length and carefully measure it.
It should be right on 10". If it is accurate, no need to calibrate.
Be sure to use an accurate measuring tool. TigerStop can be only as accurate as you make it!

If the sample cut measured 10¼" instead of 10"…

It's time to calibrate!
3. Press

. The M2 menu displays.

4. Press
. The M4 menu displays.
You enter the actual measured length of your sample piece at this screen.
5. Press
.
This will save the original position of 10" as 10.25", correcting the inaccuracy.
6. Cut another sample piece using the same procedure, starting at step 1 above.
If the sample piece measures the same as the position shown on screen, TigerStop is calibrated. If
it is still off, repeat the process.
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Head and Tail Cuts
Head and tail cuts are global parameters, affecting push feed and pattern
cut lists only. Head cut and tail cut lengths are removed from any possible Clear Length.

To program your head and tail cuts…
1. To access the Operation Menu, press
2. At

.

enter your

and press

3. The first parameter is head cut
it.
4. Then, press

.

. Enter your head cut and press

to advance to the next parameter, tail cut

to view

. Enter your tail

cut and press
to view it, or
to save both head and tail cut values you just entered.
When you program a value into the head cut and tail cut parameters, this will cause TigerStop to
automatically push your material into position for you to make a head cut, and it will also prevent
you from cutting a finished part out of the tail cut "zone."
Head and tail cuts can also be entered for a specific cut list. This is called a "local" head and
tail cut, as opposed to "global" as described above. For instructions on setting "local" head
and tail cuts, see Local Head and Tail Cuts.
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Scaling
Most TigerStops require a scaling adjustment biannually. This operation
may also be performed on new machines received from the factory, because the
environment in your facility can be dramatically different than that in our assembly shop.
There are two methods that can be used to scale a TigerStop. The first method makes use of a spreadsheet
and is much quicker. The second method makes use of a "trial and error" method of gradual changes to
the scale value combined with making sample cuts until the sample length is accurate. Refer to Manual
Scaling for this method.

Spreadsheet Method
To scale your TigerStop a short and a long measurement are needed to work from.
The short measure must be 12" or less, and the long measure about 10" less than the working
length of the TigerStop. In the case of Tiger16 or longer, you must use a long measurement of at
least 70"
The short measure must be 300mm or less, and the long measure about 200mm less
than the working length of the TigerStop. In the case of Tiger16 or longer, you must use a long
measurement of at least 1780mm.
ALWAYS use the same measuring tool for all measurements!

Copy the scaling spreadsheet from the TigerStop Manual CD, or create one inserting the
formulas shown in the example below.
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TigerStop Setup

Find the current scale factor the machine is using in the Calib* Motion menu.
1. Press
press
backward.

. At

enter your

. Scroll to the scale parameter by pressing

2. When you get to Scale

and

to go forward, or

to go

, enter the value you find there into spreadsheet cell

A, Initial Scale
.
3. Calibrate TigerStop at the Short Position, a point close to the application. Move the stop to this
position by an inbound movement, for example by moving from 10" to 8". Enter this position into

spreadsheet cell B, Short Position
.
4. Next, move the stop to a point 2" (50mm) past the Long Position, and then bring it back to the
Long Position, again by an inbound movement. Enter this position into spreadsheet cell C, Long

Position
.
5. Cut a sample piece with the stop at the Long Position. Carefully measure the sample piece and

enter the measured length of this sample into spreadsheet cell D, Long Measure

6. The spreadsheet instantly calculates the Position Error

.

and the New Scale value

appears in spreadsheet cell F, New Scale
.
The New Scale value should be reasonably close to the old value. If it is SIGNIFICANTLY
different, check your work for errors. If everything appears correct, enter the new value into the
Scale parameter.
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Scaling
The Scale parameter

is DOUBLE password protected. To change the value, you

must re-enter your

and press

spreadsheet cell F, and press

, and then enter the new value for scale from

to save it.

Change the Scale Parameter
This instruction simply tells you how to access the Calib* Motion menu to change the
Scale parameter. Refer to the Scaling or Manual Scaling topics for complete instructions
on when and why to change this parameter.
To tamper with the Scale parameter without reasonable cause will make your TigerStop measure
inaccurately.

To access the Motion Menu…
1. Press
2. At

.
enter your

and press

3. Scroll through the parameters by pressing

to go forward, or

you get to the Scale parameter

to go backward until

.

Scale is double password protected.
4. Enter the password again and press
parameter.

.

indicates this.
. This lets you change the value of the Scale

5. After you change the parameter value, press

to save the change.
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Manual Scaling
Most TigerStops require a scaling adjustment biannually. This operation
may also be performed on new machines received from the factory, because the
environment in your facility can be dramatically different than that in our assembly shop.
There are two methods that can be used to scale a TigerStop. The first method makes use of a spreadsheet
and is much quicker. Refer to Scaling for this method. The second method makes use of a "trial and error"
method of gradual changes to the scale value combined with making sample cuttings, until the sample
length is accurate.

Manual Method
To scale your TigerStop a short and a long measurement are needed to work from.
The short measure must be 12" or less, and the long measure about 10" less than the working
length of the TigerStop. In the case of Tiger16 or longer, you must use a long measurement of at
least 70"
The short measure must be 300mm or less, and the long measure about 200mm less
than the working length of the TigerStop. In the case of Tiger16 or longer, you must use a long
measurement of at least 1780mm.
ALWAYS use the same measuring tool for all measurements!

1. Calibrate TigerStop at a point close to the application. Move the stop to this position by an
inbound movement, for example by moving from 12" to 10". For easy instructions on calibrating
your TigerStop at 10", see Making TigerStop Accurate. You can then return to this topic and
continue at step 2.
2. Next, move the stop out to 72" (1828mm), and then bring it back to 70" (1778mm), again by an
inbound movement.
3. Cut a sample piece with the stop at this length. Carefully measure the sample piece.
If the piece measures LONGER than 70", you will DECREASE the
scale factor at Step 5.
If the piece measures SHORTER than 70", you will INCREASE the
scale factor at Step 5.
NEVER decrease or increase the Scale factor by more than 0.005 each time!

4. Move the stop back in to 10" (254mm).
5. Change the scale factor by an increment no more than 0.005. Click here for instructions on
changing the scale factor.
6. After you have changed the scale factor, the stop's position as shown in the controller display will
change.
7. Press

. Enter 10" by pressing

to restore the correct position.
8. Repeat steps above until TigerStop's short and long positions are accurate.
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Saw Kerf
Saw kerf is the width of the cut made by your saw blade. Any time you
change the saw blade, you must check the kerf to make sure it matches the TigerStop kerf
parameter. If it is larger or smaller, you must adjust the kerf. This is done at the controller.
How to set saw kerf
Make a sample cut to check the actual kerf.
1. Cut a sample board, for example, at 24". Make sure it is very accurate!
2. Cut the sample board into two pieces.
3. Carefully measure each of the cut pieces.
4. Add the lengths of the pieces together.
The kerf will be the difference in length between the original uncut board and the combined length
of the two cut pieces.
Look at the current kerf value.
5. Press

.

6. Press

and look at the current kerf value.

If the current kerf value is correct, press
to leave it alone and exit the M5 menu.
If the kerf displayed is incorrect, change it to match your sample…
Update the kerf value.
7. Enter the correct kerf value and press

to save it and exit the M5 menu.

Kerf Range



Normal kerf ranges between 1/8" and 7/32".
TigerStop displays this in decimal inches as between 0.125" and 0.225".
The normal range of kerfs is between 3.2mm and 5.7mm.
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Set Up Auto-Test
Auto-Test should be run any time a new drive belt is installed on a TigerStop.
Running auto-test requires that you choose two positions, one near the motor and the other near the
far end, and program these two positions alternately into the first 10 hot keys. When auto-test is run,
the stop will travel between these two positions until you press the STOP button.
RIP FENCE Specific: When running auto-test on a TigerRip Fence, the compressed air supply must be
connected to the machine!

How to set up Auto-Test
At the Ready screen
keys.”

to start entering the “hot

press

Use 8" and 50" as the near and far positions.
To run auto-test for your machine, choose as the far position a length at the far end of your
TigerStop instead of 50" as in this example.
To run auto-test on a metric TigerStop, you can use 200mm and 1270mm, approximate metric
equivalents of the positions used in this example.
Press
Press
Press

to enter the first (near) length and then

to view it

.

to advance to the next hot key.
to enter the next (far) length and then

to view it

.
You can automatically advance to the next hot key by pressing

after each entry.

Now, program hot keys 3 to 10 alternately with 8" and 50" (see list below), and then press
to save them and exit the "hot keys" program.
Auto-test will NOT run correctly unless ALL 10 hot keys are programmed!

Hot Keys #3 to #10






GoSet#3 ……8"
GoSet#4 ……50"
GoSet#5 ……8"
GoSet#6 ……50"
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GoSet#7 ……8"
GoSet#8 ……50"
GoSet#9 ……8"
GoSet#10 … 50"

Now Run Auto-Test
Press

to access the Calib* Motion menu

enter your
Press
again, and then

and press

, and then

.

repeatedly until you see

, enter your

.

Make sure NOTHING is in the path of the stop!

Press
to change the parameter value from 0 (inactive) to 1 (active).
TigerStop immediately starts running the auto-test, coursing back and forth between the close and
far positions you programmed in hot keys 1 to 10.

Press

to stop running auto-test.
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What Is A Cut List?
A cut list is a list of lengths or positions that TigerStop will move to, and
cuts or number of cycles per length or position.




TigerStop's Cut List function allows the operator to program, save, and use up to 99 cut lists.
Cutlist#0 is reserved for 99 "hot keys", but Cutlist#1 to Cutlist#99 are used to store cut lists in
TigerStop memory.
A cut list can hold up to 998 lengths with 999 cuts each. In actual use, most cut lists will not
exceed a hundred lengths or positions, and a few hundred pieces per length, but the possibilities of
the Cut List function are practically unlimited.

3 Cut List Types
All cut lists fall into one of three types,
as shown in the screen display.
Pusher = Push Feed.
 Material is push fed
by TigerStop into the
saw or other tool.
 The finished cut
comes out on the FAR
side of the tool.
 Click here for a visual
pop-up.

Pattern.
 Consistent stock
lengths are push fed
through a saw or other
tool to produce
repeating sets of
finished parts.
 Click here for a visual
pop-up.

1

Set = Set Point Stop.
 Material is manually fed
into the saw or other tool
toward TigerStop.
 The finished cut comes
out between the flip-away
stop and the saw blade.
 Click here for a visual
pop-up.

Push Feed Visual

Pattern Visual
In pattern mode, TigerStop push feeds material to the saw. The difference is…
Stock Length will be a constant, as in the example (1" x 6" x 72")
Cut parts will be a repeating sequence of lengths, as in the example.

Set Point Visual

2

Program Any Cut List
Cutlist#22 is used
in the examples. You can
substitute any cut list number
between 1 and 99.
Press the
controller keys shown in the steps
below…





An arrow
after a key sequence points to
the screen display after pressing the key(s).
Programming a cut list is a path with many
"forks" or decision points.
A link arrow
at a decision point will
prompt you to go to the next step.

1. Press
2. Press
3. Select the Cut List Type…
Press

for a push feed cut list.

Continue at Programming Push Feed.

Press

for a pattern cut list.

Continue at Programming Pattern.

Press

for a set point cut list.

Continue at Programming Set Point.
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Programming Push Feed
4. Press
5. To program an optimized push feed cut list, press
. See Optimized Push Feed in TigerStop
Optimization for further information. To program a non-optimized push feed cut list, press
. Optimized and non-optimized cut lists are programmed the same way.
6.

To program local head and tail cuts, press

. See Local Head and

Tail Cuts for further information. To select global head and tail cuts, press

.

7. At
enter the lengths and pieces per length that are in your push feed cut list,
starting at Cut#1:
In this example, there are only 3 lengths in the cut list (12" x 3 pcs, 18" x 6 pcs and 9" x 12 pcs).
After each length is entered, the cursor moves to the right to let you enter the number of pieces at
that length. Following is what the screen looks like as the lengths and pieces are entered…






After entering the third length and quantity, since it is the last length in the pattern, press
to exit programming mode and advance to
8. To run the push feed cut list NOW, press
and save it, press

.

. To exit the push feed cut list you just programmed

.

You are now back at the Ready screen
can run it at any time in the future.

. Your push feed cut list is saved. You

Running A Cut List
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Programming Pattern
4. Press
5.

To program local head and tail cuts, press

. See Local Head and

Tail Cuts for further information. To select global head and tail cuts, press

.

6. Enter the length of your stock
and press
.
The top line of the display shows the stock length MINUS the head and tail cuts. The bottom line
shows Cut#1. Enter the lengths and pieces per length that are in your pattern:
In this example, there are only 3 lengths in the pattern. After each length is entered, the top line of
the display shows how much of the stock length remains after subtracting the head and tail cut,
and one of each length entered so far.
7. Enter cut#1 length and

. Enter number of pieces and

8. Enter cut#2 length and

. Enter number of pieces and

9. Enter cut#3 length and

. Enter number of pieces and

After entering the third length and quantity, since it is the last length in the pattern, press
to exit programming mode and advance to
10. To run the pattern cut list NOW, press
save it, press

.

. To exit the pattern cut list you just programmed and

.

You are now back at the Ready screen. Your pattern cut list is saved. You can
run it at any time in the future.

Running A Cut List
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Programming Set Point
4. Press
5. To program an optimized set point cut list, press

. To program a non-optimized set point cut

list, press
.
6. Enter the lengths and pieces per length that are in your set point cut list, starting at Cut#1, and
continue entering lengths and pieces per length to the end of the cut list.




…
After entering the last length and quantity (in the example the next cut is Cut#42), press
to exit programming mode and advance to

7. To run the set point cut list NOW, press
and save it, press

.
. To exit the set point cut list you just programmed

.

You are now back at the Ready screen. Your set point cut list is saved. You
can run it at any time in the future.

Running A Cut List
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Local Head and Tail Cuts
Head and tail cuts are waste cuts taken off the front and back ends of a stock length to
eliminate the possibility of end defects in the first and last finished parts. Normally, head and tail cuts are
global parameters which are set at the Calib/ Operation menu. However, you can also program head and
tail cuts for a specific cut list.

Program a local head and tail cut
1. At the Ready screen
2. Press
for.

, press

.

to select the cut list that you want to program local head and tail cuts

If the cut list already exists, the screen will display
In this case, press

the cut list menu.
and then

Step 3.

If you have not yet programmed the cut list, and you are setting the local head and tail cuts in the process
of programming it, the screen will display
feed, or

. You will choose either

for push

for pattern mode. If you choose push feed, another screen will display
and after you choose optimized or not optimized, you will continue at Step 3.

3. At
press

press

. Enter the desired head cut and

to view it.

4. Press

. Enter the desired tail cut and press

When you are satisfied that the local head and tail cuts are correct, press
If you were adding local head and tail cuts to an existing cut list, after you pressed
screen displays

. Press

to view it.
to save them.
the

to continue, and the screen displays the first

cut. If you are not going to add or edit the cut lengths or quantities, press
and then
to run the cut list NOW, or
to save it for later and exit.
If you were programming local head and tail cuts to a new cut list, after Step 4, you will continue
programming the cut list. Continue at Programming Push Feed at Step 6, or Programming Pattern
at Step 5.
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Edit a Cut
Edit cut#10…

1. Press
Enter the new length and press START to advance to the quantity field.
2. Press
Enter the new quantity and press EQUALS just to view the change…
3. Press
Or press START to accept the change and advance to the next cut.
4. You can continue editing
Or press

to run the cut list, or exit.
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Cut List Jump
When you are in cut list edit mode, you can jump to any cut in a cut list
without having to scroll through the entire list..
To get into cut list edit mode…
1. Press
number."
2. Press

.

= "any cut list

to get into edit mode.

3. Press
to go directly to the cut# you want.
= "any cut# programmed."
4. Now, you can view the cut length and quantity as well as edit it, if you want to.
You can jump to the first cut from anywhere in edit mode by pressing

.

You can jump to the last cut from anywhere in edit mode by pressing
any number GREATER than the last cut# in your cut list.
5. After editing your cut list, just press
choice to run the cut list or save it and exit.

to get to

or

and make your

You can also use cut list jump when you are editing your "hot keys" which are stored in
Cutlist#0.

Cut List Jump Detail
When you press

, a new field appears

to show that your next entry will be a

cut# and NOT the length or quantity. When you press, for example,

the screen changes to

to show the cut# you want to jump to. When you press
the cut# you entered

the screen jumps to

, and now you can edit the length and quantity.
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Cut List Test
Any cut list in TigerStop memory can be tested for Min Limit and Max
Limit violations.
To run cut list test…
1. Press
number."

.

= "any cut list

2. Press
to run cut list test. The cut list test screen will appear
.
MaxE is the number of Max Limit violations. MinE is the number of Min Limit violations.
LF is the APPROXIMATE linear feet of material needed to complete the cut list.
Cuts is the number of different cuts in the cut list. It does not count REPEAT cuts.
When working in metric, the cut list test screen still expresses amount of material needed to
complete the cut list as LF linear feet. Your lengths, however, WILL appear in millimeters.

If MaxE or MinE displays a value greater than 0, you have errors.
To fix them…
3. Press
to enter display mode and view the errors .
Cut# shows the number of the offending cut, along with its length and piece count. There may be
more than one error. If there are additional errors, use
4. Press
causing an error.

and

to scroll and look at them.

to enter edit mode and change any length that is

Though it would not cause an error, piece count can also be changed when you are in cut list test edit mode.

5. After changing a value, press

to view the change, and

6. When you have made all your changes, press
cut list test, and return to

to advance to the next one.

to save the new values, and

to exit

the cut list menu.

If you want to make sure that your changes really took, just hit
again at the cut list menu.
If your changes took, the screen should display a value of 0 for both MaxE and MinE.
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Running A Cut List
You can run a cut list either right after you programmed it, or later after
you have saved it.
If right after you programmed
it…

If after you saved it…

After pressing
to save the
cut list you just programmed, the
screen prompt

Always start at the Ready screen
Press

for the menu

.
.

appears.
Press

to run the cut list.

Enter the cut list number and press
run the cut list.

At Step 4 in… Running a Push Feed Cut List
At Step 4 in… Running a Pattern
At Step 3 in… Running a Set Point Cut List
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to

Running a Push Feed Cut List
In Push Feed mode the operator manually enters the Stock Length at the
prompt, and presses
.
The pusher retracts to allow loading of the material. Every time a cut is made the pusher moves to the
next cut, always toward the saw blade, until the stock length is used up. Here is a graphic of how push
feeding works.

Here's how to run a push feed cut list, step by step…
Press

to access the cut list menu

Enter

number, and

One of three screens will display next, depending on what is or is not programmed at the cut
list number you have selected.
If there is an unused cut list
programmed at that
number…

If there is a cut list at that
number which has been
started but not finished…

If there is nothing
programmed at that
number…

Continue below…

See Reuse a Saved Cut List

See Program Any Cut List

Press

to run the cut list

Enter the stock

and press

.
TigerStop moves to the Stock Length you entered PLUS the load offset (if any was entered).
Now, load the material in front of the pusher.
12

Running a Push Feed Cut List
Make sure the material is snug against the pusher before the next step!

Press
length.

to move the pusher to the first
When the pusher stops moving the
material is at the target position. Make
the cut.

If you are using an Advanced Interlock, depressing the foot pedal does the same
thing as pressing START. When the pusher stops moving, the Advanced Interlock triggers the saw to
make the cut.

Press
or depress the foot pedal after
each cut to process your material, until you run
out of the stock length. The load offset screen
quickly displays and then you see the Enter
Stock Length screen.
The last Stock Length entered displays as the default.
Enter the next stock
the default, and press
pedal.

, or accept
or depress the foot

TigerStop moves to the Stock Length you entered PLUS the load offset. Load the material in
front of the pusher and follow the same procedure as at step 6. Continue processing your
material until "Cut List Empty" displays.
To exit the cut list, press

.

This will return you to the Ready screen.
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Running a Pattern
Pattern mode is a variation of Push Feed, in which the Stock Length has been
programmed into the cut list and does not have to be entered while running the cut list.
In Pattern mode when the cut list is run, the pusher retracts to the Stock Length you
programmed PLUS the load offset (if any) to allow loading of the material.
The operator presses
and enters the number of cycles of the pattern to be run. The pusher retracts
to allow loading of the material. Every time a cut is made the pusher moves to the next cut, always toward
the saw blade, until the stock length is used up. After each cycle of the pattern is run, the cycle count
screen show how many cycles have been run. Here is a graphic of how pattern works.

Here's how to run a pattern cut list, step by step…
Press

to access the cut list menu

Enter

number, and

One of three screens will display next, depending on what is or is not programmed at the cut
list number you have selected.
If there is an unused cut list
programmed at that
number…

If there is a cut list at that
number which has been
started but not finished…

If there is nothing
programmed at that
number…

Continue below…

See Reuse a Saved Cut List

See Program Any Cut List

Press

to run the cut list

Press

again and cycle count appears

Enter how many cycles to run and press

TigerStop moves to the Stock Length programmed PLUS the load offset (if any was entered).
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Running a Pattern
Now, load the material in front of the pusher.
Make sure the material is snug against the pusher before the next step!

Press
length.

to move the pusher to the first
When the pusher stops moving the
material is at the target position. Make
the cut.

If you are using an Advanced Interlock, depressing the foot pedal does the same
thing as pressing START. When the pusher stops moving, the Advanced Interlock triggers the saw to
make the cut.

Press
or depress the foot pedal after
each cut to process your material, until you run
out of the stock length. The load offset screen
displays and then the cycle count screen
showing the current count.
Every time a cycle finishes and the pusher retracts to load the next stock length, the cycle
count appears to show how many cycles remain to be run.
When the cycle count screen shows that no
more cycles remain to be run, press
to
exit the cut list and return to the Ready screen.
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Running a Set Point Cut List
For NON-OPTIMIZED set point cut lists ONLY!
For OPTIMIZED set point cut
lists, ee Optimized Set Point in TigerStop Optimization for further information.
In non-optimized Set Point mode the flip-away stop moves to the lengths programmed
into a cut list in the order in which they were programmed. The operator slides material up against the
stop and makes the finished cuts, which must be removed before the stop can move to the next length.
The finished pieces come out between the stop and the saw blade. Here is a graphic of how set point
works.

Here's how to run a push feed cut list, step by step…
Press

to access the cut list menu

Enter

number, and

One of three screens will display next, depending on what is or is not programmed at the cut
list number you have selected.
If there is an unused cut list
programmed at that
number…

If there is a cut list at that
number which has been
started but not finished…

If there is nothing
programmed at that
number…

Continue below…

See Reuse a Saved Cut List

See Program Any Cut List

Press

to run the cut list

TigerStop moves to the first length in the cut list. When the stop is at rest, the display shows
the same length on top and bottom lines, because it has reached the length, and the cut has
not yet been made.
Make sure the material is snug against the stop before making the cut!

Make the cut, and remove the finished piece.
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Running a Set Point Cut List

Press
to go to the next cut, and continue
cutting and removing the finished pieces until
the screen shows that the cut list is complete





If the SIK Standard Interlock is installed on TigerStop, every time the saw is cycled the piece
count will be automatically decremented.
The stop does NOT advance to the next length automatically in a non-optimized set point cut
list.
If the next cut is another piece of the same length, the stop does not move. The screen display
will change and show a slightly higher percentage of the cut list complete.
To exit the cut list, press

.

This will return you to the Ready screen.
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Run a Saved Cut List
The following example is based on the topics in A Quick Cut List. For more detail on running any cut list,
see Running a Push Feed Cut List, Running a Pattern and Running a Set Point Cut List.
Run cut list 22 which you entered but did not run when you created it.
1. Press
2. Press

…
…

3. Press
…
At this point, you can test the cut list for Min or Max Limit violations before you run it, or…
4. Press
.
The stop moves immediately to your first length and waits for you to make the first cut.
After making each cut, press

. This decrements the piece count.

When the quantity at the first length is complete, the next time you press
advances you to
the second length. This is how TigerStop goes through your cut list, line by line, until it is complete.
Your cut list will be complete when you see this screen

18
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Continue Where You Left Off
Run cut list 22 which you have started but did not finish, and which you want to
keep cutting from where you left off..
1. Press

…
…

2. Press
3. Press

…

4. Press

…

5. Press
to continue where you left off the last time you used it..
This procedure will work for any cut list you have saved, started using, and then closed without
cutting completely.

Reuse a Saved Cut List
Run cut list 22 which you have started using, but which you want to start again
from the top.
1. Press

…
…

2. Press
3. Press

…

4. Press

…

5. Press
to reset quantities cut to zero and start over.
This procedure will work for any cut list you have saved, started using, and then closed without
cutting completely.
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Save a Cut List
To SAVE the cut list you just made for later use…


At the query screen
press
.
You can run a cut list you have saved but never used, or one that you have saved and used that you
want to continue where you left off, or one that you have used already but want to use it again.

Delete a Cut List
To delete a cut list after you have used it…
1. At the cut list empty screen

press

2. Press

to pick the cut list you want to delete and advance to the cut

list menu

.

3. The graphic

represents any cut list in TigerStop memory.

4. Press

to delete the cut list, and the screen displays

5. Press

to delete the cut list, OR…

6. Press

to exit.

.

to exit the menu without deleting.
You had better be sure you want to delete that cut list, because once it has been deleted, it is GONE!

Cut List Operational Display
On the top line the controller displays the target position, followed by the cut
list number, and the percentage of the cut list which has been processed.
The last letter on the top line is the current status (see also What is TigerStop Telling Me?).
On the bottom line, after POSIT=, the controller displays the current position.
At the end of the bottom line, the measurement system you are using is indicated by a flashing indicator,
I/N for inches, M/m for metric.
In the example, the target position is 19", cut list 13 is being run, 25% of the
cut list has been processed, the stop is currently at 25 1/8" in inch mode.
After moving to 19", cut list 13 is 29% processed, and the next target position
is 15".

20
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What Is TigerOptimizer?
TigerOptimizer is a true "best fit" system capable of up to 15,000 potential
Solutions per second. The system operates on downloaded or manually entered cut lists.




Head and Tail Cuts can be automatically set for all cut lists.
TigerOptimizer can be configured to process materials in a "Waste first" or "Waste last" mode.
Yield and optimization data are produced to track material flow and saw utilization.

‘Best Fit’ Optimizer Operation

TigerOptimizer’s goal is to find a combination of cut lengths (Pieces) that can be taken out of a given
Clear Length with a minimum of Waste. This is called the Best Solution. It will keep searching for the
Best Solution, scanning approximately 15,000 potential Solutions per second, until it reaches a Solution
that meets the desired requirements, or a time out. If it is timed out, the Best Solution that it finds will be
the Solution that most closely matches the desired requirements (parameters) without meeting them.

Tiger Optimizing Glossary
The terms defined below are common words which have been given
specific meaning when applied to descriptions of TigerStop optimization. These terms are
graphically illustrated below.

1. Stock Length—The TOTAL length of material to be processed.
2. Clear Length—The length of material the optimizer has to work with, equal to Stock Length
minus End Trim (head cut, tail cut) and Defect(s), or, in Set Point operation, equal to the length
entered by the operator at the Enter Stock Length prompt.
3. Piece—Finished part in a cut list, cut out of the Clear Length.
4. Waste—Material the optimizer was unable to use, including kerf, from the Clear Length, some of
which can become Salvage.
5. Defect—Undesirable material, included in Stock Length, but not in Clear Length.
6. End Trim—Material removed from the leading or trailing end of the Stock Length.
7. Solution—A preliminary list of Pieces to be cut from a Clear Length.
8. Best Solution—The Solution that "best fits" or most closely matches the parameters regulating the
optimizer.
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TigerOptimizer Parameters
TigerOptimizer’s BF (Best Fit) parameters are set by the user.




These parameters are BF Score, BF Time, and BF Penalty.
BF Penalty was introduced in 4.2 to give the user more control over which cuts are selected first.
The choice of what Pieces are to be cut from an entered Clear Length is determined by the values
of these parameters.
TigerOptimizer works somewhat differently for Set Point and Push Feed cut lists.

View and Change BF Parameters
To access the Operation Menu…
1. Press
2. At

.
enter your

and press

3. Scroll through the parameters by pressing
arrive at the BF parameters…

to go forward, or

.
to go backward, until you

TigerOptimizer parameters are double password protected. In order to
change the value in any of these parameters…
4. At a double password protected parameter, enter the password again and press
change the parameter value.
5. After you change the parameter value, press

to save the change.

IMPORTANT! The parameter values and examples are for TigerStop in Inch mode.

If you are using Metric mode, these values will be quite different.
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TigerOptimizer Parameters

BF Score
This parameter regulates the optimizer’s efficiency.





A value of 2.000 in BF Score works well for many applications.
A value of 0.000 tries for a perfect Solution every time.
A higher BF Score results in faster but poorer Solutions.
A lower BF Score results in slower but better Solutions.

BF Penalty
This parameter is an optimizer “penalty” for short board solutions.





The range is from 0.100 to 100. The default value is 1.000.
A value of 50.000 in BF Penalty works well but forces TigerOptimizer to work harder and takes about 25%
longer to find Solutions.
A higher BF Penalty forces longer lengths to the front of a cut list, saving shorter lengths for the end.
A lower BF Penalty does the opposite.

If you want the longest boards first, see… LBF Option

BF Time
This parameter limits the time allowed to come up with the Best Solution.
 Time is expressed in milliseconds (1000ths of a second).
 The optimizer returns the Best Solution it has found by the time limit.
 TigerStop recommends a value of 2000 to 4000 in BF Time.
 A longer BF Time results in slower but better Solutions.
 A shorter BF Time results in faster but poorer Solutions.

LBF Option
In the LBF “Long Board First” mode the optimizer is forced to use the
longest board in the cut list that will fit in a given Stock Length.
To operate TigerOptimizer in this mode…
After entering the Clear Length at the
screen, press
instead of
.
This triggers TigerOptimizer to go into LBF mode. After the longest board is added to the set list,
the rest of the board will be optimized using the standard best-fit parameters that you have defined.
3

TigerOptimizer Examples
IMPORTANT! The parameter values and examples are for TigerStop in Inch mode.

If you are using Metric mode, these values will be quite different.TigerOptimizer Examples
BF Score = 2.000.
Cut list :




15” (2 pieces)
10” (2 pieces)
5” (2 pieces)

Given a clear length of 32”, the optimizer will search for the Best Solution.
Kerfs are ignored for this example. There are many potential solutions for
this example, but here are three that all have a Waste of 2”—




Solution #1 15” + 15” + Waste (2”)
Solution #2 15” + 10” + 5” + Waste (2”)
Solution #3 10” + 10” + 5” + 5” + Waste (2”)

The Best Solution is #1, because the optimizer tries to fit the smallest number
of Pieces with the least amount of Waste into the given Clear Length.
BF Time = 1000, BF Score = 3.000
If the optimizer found Solutions with BF Scores of 10, 8, and 5 after 100
milliseconds, the Best Solution would be the one with a BF Score of 5.
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Optimized Push Feed
Push Feed mode lets you optimize "defect-free," that is, man-made,
materials such as fibre board, extruded plastic or metal stock, etc.

In Push Feed mode the operator manually enters the Stock Length at the

prompt,

and presses
. The pusher retracts to allow loading of the material. Every time a cut is made the
pusher moves to the next cut, always toward the saw blade, until the stock length is used up.
To force the longest board first, the operator can
press…

After you enter the Stock Length and press either
or
, the optimizer takes the Stock Length,
subtracts the Head and Tail Cut, and then passes on what’s left as the Clear Length. Before cutting up the
Clear Length into Pieces, if there is a Head Cut, the material is pushed into position to make the Head Cut.
The optimizer runs the Clear Length and seeks the Best Solution in the same way in Push Feed mode as in
Set Point. What works differently is that the Pieces do not have to be pushed through the saw in any
particular order, because there is almost no risk of material getting jammed between pusher and saw blade.
All the cut Pieces come out on the outboard side of the saw, where they can be safely removed.
For practical purposes, Clear Length differs from Stock Length only by the removal of the Head
and Tail Cuts programmed by the operator.
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Optimized Set Point
Set Point mode allows you to do manual defect optimizing.

In Set Point mode the operator pulls the material toward the saw, inspects it for unwanted defects, takes an
end trim if necessary, and then enters the Clear Length at the

screen and presses

. This starts TigerOptimizer, which seeks the Best Solution for each Clear Length. After cutting up
the Clear length, the operator cuts out the defect and enters the next Clear Length, repeating this until the
board is used up.
To force the longest board first, the operator can
press…

Clear Length
The Clear Length is the
material between the end trim
cut (if there is one) and
whatever defect causes the
material to be unusable. After
finding the Best Solution,
TigerOptimizer moves the stop
into position to cut the
SHORTEST Piece(s).
When all pieces at that length are cut, the stop moves again, still AWAY from the saw, to allow cutting the
next longest Piece(s). As the operator cuts the Pieces the stop always moves AWAY from the saw blade.
This prevents any of the Pieces from getting stuck between the stop and the saw.

Clear Length is the same as Stock Length ONLY in Set Point mode.
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View and Print Yield Information
…

Yield Information

…

Yield information displays on the
controller LCD screen as shown above and can also be
printed out on labels. When printed on labels, some of
the data looks a little different (Fig. 1). The first six data
fields can be viewed on screen and all seven can be
printed.
Fig. 1

Optimization Yield Screen Definitions
Pct Used

Percentage of Stock Length that was used by the optimizer.

Yield

Percentage of Stock Length that became Pieces.

Lin Feet

Stock Length in linear feet that was fed into the optimizer.

Avg Waste

Average Total Waste in inches (LCD), or…
Total Waste / Average Waste (divided by a slash) when printed on labels.

Total Min

Total minutes (time) spent in the cut list from start to reset.

Stock Cnt

Total number of boards processed (Push Feed and HandyOpt), or…
Total number of Clear Lengths processed (Set Point optimizing).

Cut List

Cut List #.
This does not appear on screen, because you are in the cut list when viewing yield data.
However, Cut List # prints on the Yield label.

Viewing Optimizer Yield Data from inside a Cut List

1. At any point while an optimized cut list is running, you can press
instead of entering a
number when the TigerStop is asking for a Clear Length, to display the yield information, one
screen at a time.

…

Use the plus or minus keys to scroll through the yield screens.

Printing Optimizer Yield Data from inside a Cut List
The Label Printer MUST be turned on!
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TigerStop Optimizing
2. If your Tiger is equipped with a Label Printer, pressing

will print the yield

information on a label, and TigerStop will continue optimizing. Pressing any key other than
, or

will return to

.

Return to Optimizing
3. At the yield screens, press

to continue optimizing without printing a label.

Automatic Yield Printout at the end of every Cut List
If your Tiger is equipped with a Label Printer, yield information automatically prints on a label at the
end of every cut list.

Viewing Optimizer Yield Data from other points in a Cut List
From the END of a cut list:
At

you can also press

to advance to the yield screen.

From the BEGINNING of a cut list:
At

you can also press

to advance to the yield screen.

Show Material Remaining in a Cut List

8
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TigerStop Menus
Calib* Motion Menu
Version 4.2+

TigerStop movement is controlled by motion parameters stored and
accessible at the Calib* Motion Menu. Parameters controlling TigerStop functions are at
the Operation Menu.
To access the Motion Menu…
1. Press
2. At

.
enter your

and press

3. Scroll through the parameters by pressing

to go forward, or

menu parameters are double password protected.

.
to go backward. Some

indicates this.

4. At a double password protected parameter, enter the password again and press
change the parameter value.
5. After you change the parameter value, press

to save the change.

Motion Parameters
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TigerStop Menus

Motion Parameters
Examples are shown with default values (unless noted otherwise), in the
order they appear in the menu. All parameter values shown are in INCH mode.
Make sure you are not in METRIC mode before checking your machine’s parameters!

1.

Lash is simply defined as gearbox backlash. Lash default value is 0.030, but
it can be increased to a maximum recommended value of 0.60. Increasing the value of the Lash
parameter will SLOW DOWN TigerStop operation. LASH DEFAULT VALUE IS IN INCH
MODE!
The METRIC Lash default value is 0.76. It can be increased to 15.24.

RIP FENCE Specific: TigerRip Fence Lash default value is 0.15. It should NOT be
adjusted to a lower value.
The Rip Fence METRIC Lash default value is 3.81.

You should change the Lash parameter value…



If the TigerStop is used in BOTH directions and cuts are made in random movements, the lash
parameter should probably be INCREASED.
If a belt has been slightly stretched, the lash parameter can be INCREASED to accommodate this
and save you the expense of purchasing a new belt.
AUTOMATIC LASH RESET If a machine experiences a problem during the Home Routine, the
lash parameter is automatically reset to 0 at Home Stage #1.

2.

Min Limit is the minimum position closest to the zero point. This parameter
should be changed ONLY by running the Min/Max routine, due to mechanical restrictions. (The
value shown in the example is NOT the default.)

3.

Max Limit is the maximum position to which TigerStop can travel. This
parameter should be changed ONLY by running the Min/Max routine, due to mechanical
restrictions. (The value shown in the example is NOT the default.)

AUTOMATIC MIN LIMIT & MAXLIMIT RESET The MinLimit and MaxLimit
values will change without manual intervention in the following conditions:




If the Home routine or Min/Max routine encounters a problem, the Minlimit is changed to a value
that is at least 1/2" greater than the MaxLimit, and the MaxLimit is changed to a value that is at
least 1/2” less than the MinLimit.
If factory settings are restored, MinLimit and MaxLimit return to their original values.
CAUTION! Manual change of the MinLimit and MaxLimit parameters is a safety hazard and a
catastrophic failure can result if these are modified in any way.
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4.

In Vel (Inbound Velocity) is the speed (expressed in inches per second) that
TigerStop moves towards the zero point.
RECOMMENDED VELOCITY: 25ips.
METRIC RECOMMENDED VELOCITY: 635mm/sec.
This should NEVER be increased.

Depending on the weight, material, and type of table being used this value can be decreased, and
should be adjusted by inverse proportion to the weight of material being pushed.

RIP FENCE Specific:TigerRip Fence In Vel is set to 15ips or 5ips at the factory,
depending on the model.
TigerRip Fence METRIC In Vel is set to 381mm/sec or 127mm/sec at the factory, depending on the
model.
5.

InAcel (Inbound Acceleration) is the acceleration (speeding up) of
TigerStop towards the zero point expressed in ips² (inches per second per second).
RECOMMENDED ACCELERATION/DECELERATION: 75ips².
METRIC RECOMMENDED ACCELERATION/DECELERATION: 1905mm/sec².
This should NEVER be increased. Depending on the weight, material, and type of table being used, this
value can be decreased.

RIP FENCE Specific: TigerRip Fence Acceleration and Deceleration parameters are set
to 50ips² at the factory.
TigerRip Fence METRIC Acceleration and Deceleration parameters are set to 1270mm/sec² at the
factory.
6.

InDcel (Inbound Deceleration) is the deceleration (slowing down) of
TigerStop towards the zero point expressed in ips².
If material being pushed is losing contact with the pusher, reduce the value of InDcel.

7.

OutVel (Outbound Velocity) is the speed (expressed in inches or millimeters
per second) that TigerStop moves away from the zero point (towards the far end).

8.

OutAcel (Outbound Acceleration) is the acceleration (speeding up) of
TigerStop away from the zero point (expressed in inches or millimeters per second per second).

9.

OutDcel (Outbound Deceleration) is the deceleration (slowing down) of
TigerStop away from the zero point expressed in ips².

10.

MovDelay (Movement Delay) sets the time interval between the activation
of the saw or other tool and TigerStop movement. This parameter is set in milliseconds
(thousandths of a second), so a value of 500 equals 0.5 seconds.
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11.

Min-Max is the parameter used to initiate the Min-Max routine. A parameter
value of 0 is the default. Changing the value to 1 results in TigerStop running the Min-Max routine.
For additional information, see Running Min-Max.
The Min-Max Routine defines TigerStop’s operating range (length of travel) by detecting the
position of the end sensors at both extremities of the aluminum fence beam. Once completed, the
minimum and maximum parameters are saved.
Min-Max should be the ONLY method used to change the maximum or minimum parameters!

12.

Autotest is the parameter used to initiate the Auto-test routine. A value of 0
in this parameter is the default. Changing the value to 1 results in TigerStop running the Auto-test
routine. For additional information, see Set Up Auto-Test.

13.

Scale is the number of encoder impulses equal to 1/1000ths of an inch of
movement. This parameter is set at the factory. If you must change the value of this parameter, see
Scaling.

14.

Contrast adjusts the contrast of the controller display. Enter the value of the
desired contrast and press
to make the change. After you press
you will exit the
Calib* Motion Menu and any parameter values you have changed will be saved.
The maximum value for contrast is 9. The factory default is 7.

4
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Calib/ Operation Menu
Version 4.2+

TigerStop functions are controlled by operational parameters stored and
accessible at the Calib/ Operation Menu. Parameters controlling TigerStop movement are
at the Motion Menu.
To access the Operation Menu…
1. Press
2. At

.
enter your

and press

3. Scroll through the parameters by pressing

to go forward, or

menu parameters are double password protected.

.
to go backward. Some

indicates this.

4. At a double password protected parameter, enter the password again and press
change the parameter value.
5. After you change the parameter value, press

to save the change.

Operation Parameters
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Operation Parameters
Examples are shown with default values (unless noted otherwise), in the
order they appear in the menu. All parameter values shown are in INCH mode.
Make sure you are not in METRIC mode before checking your machine’s parameters!

1.

Global head cut affects only push feed and pattern cut lists. Enter the length
of the trim cut you want to take off the material. TigerStop will push the material into position, so
you can make the head cut. TigerOptimizer will not take any Pieces out of the head cut “zone” you
specify.

2.

Global tail cut affects only push feed and pattern cut lists. Enter the length
that you do not want to use at the trailing end of the material. TigerStop will not take any Pieces
out of the tail cut “zone” you specify.

3.

Global out feed, expressed as a negative number, affects only push feed and
pattern cut lists. Enter the length or distance you want TigerStop to push your Pieces past the saw
blade after each cut is made. Example: Out feed parameter of –1.500 pushes the material 1.5” past
the blade.

4.

Global back offset affects only push feed and pattern cut lists. Use this
parameter if you must have TigerStop’s pusher retract (to clear safety guards, for example) before
making the cut. Enter the position to which you want TigerStop to retract after it pushes the
material into position. Example: Back off parameter of 8.000 retracts TigerStop 8” from the saw
blade before the saw activates.

5.

Global retract affects only push feed and pattern cut lists. It makes
TigerStop retract the programmed value after every movement, moving away from the material.
The position of the material before the retract movement is saved. On the next movement the
carriage will stop at the saved position, plus the Ret-Off value (see next parameter).

6.

Global retract offset affects only push feed and pattern cut lists. The ret-off
parameter is used to compensate for material movement during the machining process. Example:
Retract = 2.000”, Ret-Off = 0.5” TigerStop pushes the material to 36”, then retracts to 38” and
waits for tool activation. The tool (saw, etc.) is activated. When TigerStop next moves forward, the
material will stop at 36.5”, which should be the back of the material.

7.

Global feed hazard affects only push feed and pattern cut lists. This
parameter limits the length a finished piece can be. It is a safety mechanism to prevent material
from coming through and injuring someone when it could extend beyond the end of the feed table.
The factory default value is set at 36”. Example: If a piece in your cut list is longer than the value
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of this parameter, the controller displays
and a choice must be made. Enter 1
to continue to cut the piece and keep processing the cut list. Enter 3 to halt, and TigerStop will
immediately exit the cut list.
8.

Global load offset affects only push feed and pattern cut lists. Enter the
distance TigerStop should retract to allow material to be safely loaded in front of the pusher.
Example: Load off parameter of 6.000 retracts TigerStop 6” more than the clear length of your
material to let you load it safely.

9.

Reference offset is used only with laser optimizing. This parameter is the
measured distance between the leading end of the material and the laser’s reference point (back
stop). This double password protected parameter should only have to be entered once, when a
system is installed. This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is
turned on. This parameter begins locked.

10.

Inbound Clamp #1 parameter is used only in expanded I/O systems in
which clamps are used to hold material firmly for processing (push feed and pattern cut lists only).
Clamp #1 is on I/O-7. The clamp will activate whenever material comes within the dimension
entered into this parameter. Set the value of Clamp #1 to the distance between the in-feed edge of
the in-feed clamp and the zero point. It is always applied. If the pusher is ever at a smaller
position than this, the in-feed clamp will not fire. It is best to measure to the outer third of the
clamp to prevent it from catching on a bad or warped end, possibly forcing the material out of
square. This parameter begins locked.

11.

Outbound Clamp #2 parameter, as above. Clamp #2 is on I/O-8. Example:
Inbound clamp #1 is positioned 5” before the zero point of the saw blade, and outbound clamp #2
is at 5” after the zero point. Enter 5.000 in Clamp #1 parameter and –5.000 in Clamp #2 parameter.
(The clamps provided by TigerStop LLC are approximately 10” apart on center.) If the piece being
cut is shorter than this length, the out-feed clamp will not fire. This parameter begins locked.

12.

Global maximum set point length. In set point optimizing, it is theoretically
possible to enter a Clear Length of 1000” accidentally, which would screw up your cut list. This
parameter protects against such mistakes, by specifying a maximum clear length that can be
entered for any machine. Default value of 120” is based on Tiger10. You can change this
parameter to more closely match your TigerStop.

13.

Global waste first is used only in optimizing. The default value of 0 for this
parameter will cause TigerStop to optimize material, so that the waste will be taken out of each
Clear Length last, after the Pieces have been cut. A value of 1 for this parameter will cause the
Waste to be taken out of each Clear Length first, before the Pieces have been cut.

14.

TigerMeasure offset is used only in push feed applications with an
expanded I/O. The value of this parameter is the distance from the TigerMeasure length sensor to
the zero point of the saw blade. TigerMeasure is on I/O-4. When this parameter has a value other
7
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than 0.000, you also must enter a value no less than 0.250 (1/4”) in global head cut (see parameter
1, above). This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is turned
on. For additional information, see TigerMeasure.
15.

Text display is a global parameter governing all cut lists. It controls what
will appear on the top line of the controller screen. A parameter value of 0 will display the target
position in the top left and the cut list number and percent complete in the top right corner. A
parameter value of 1 will display 'print field 1' in the top left, and 'print field 2' in the top right
corner (downloaded cut lists only). Set to 1, using a cut list that was manually entered, the target
position will be in the top left, and the top right corner will be empty. A value of 2 will always
display the actual material needed to finish the cut list. A value of 3 will always display the
estimated material (estimated = actual x yield %). This parameter is visible only on controllers
enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is turned on.

16.

Print name is a global parameter affecting downloaded cut lists with Level 4
machines. Set to a value of 1, the cut list name as designated in TigerLink will be printed on the
label. (It has no effect when the cut list is not downloaded, or when the controller is not set up for
printing.) The default value of 0 disables printing the name. This parameter is visible only on
controllers enabled for Level 4, or if Debug is turned on.

17.

Print cut is a global parameter governing cut lists on Level 4 machines.
With a parameter value of 0 there is no change to normal behavior—cut lists that are manually
entered will print blank labels. Downloaded cut lists must explicitly download the length
information as a string, adding to the “Too Many Strings” error. While in a cut list, with the
parameter value set to 1, the controller will print the length of the cuts on the labels, as figured by
the cut list information. With this parameter set to a value of 2, and Print name set to 1, the length
and the cut list name will both be printed in small font type on labels. (If Print name is set to 0,
only the length will be printed, and in small font.) This parameter is visible only on controllers
enabled for Level 4, or if Debug is turned on.

18.

InkJet Offset is the distance between the zero point and the location of the
Inkjet print head. This parameter affects only machines with Pnt Type (the next parameter) set to 3.
This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 4, or if Debug is turned on.

19.

Printer type, used only with label printing, specifies what type of printer is
being used. This allows the current software version to be used with older TigerStops. On all
TigerStops level 1, 2 and 3, the value of this parameter is set to 0, for 'No Printer,' and cannot be
changed. On Level 4 TigerStops using an Eltron printer (on machines from 1995 to June 2002),
the value of this parameter is set to 1. On TigerStops using a Zebra printer (July 2002–), the value
of this parameter is set to 2 (the default value). On TigerStops using an inkjet printer, the value of
this parameter is set to 3. This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 4, or if
Debug is turned on.

20.

Bar code is used only with label printing, controls printing of cut lengths in
"code 39" bar code (with small text version of the same information below it) on the labels. To
print bar code on your labels, change the parameter value to 1. If you choose bar code printing,
8
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only the lengths will be expressed in bar code and small text. No other downloaded information
can be printed on the label. The print cut parameter must also be set to 1. This parameter is visible
only on controllers enabled for Level 4, or if Debug is turned on.
21.

X2 Offset is the parameter that informs the controller of the offset position
of the second flipstop on the TigerCrossCut. The value of this parameter is the distance in inches
between the standard fence and the extended fence. The default value is 40". This parameter is
visible only if Debug is turned on.

22.

X2 Alert is the parameter that enables or disables the alert message that
displays when switching between the standard and extended fences. The default value is set to 1,
for enabled. To disable the alert message, change the value to 0. This parameter is visible only if
Debug is turned on.

23.

Best fit score, used only in optimized cut lists, regulates the optimizer’s
efficiency. The default value of 2.000 is recommended. For more detail on this and the next
parameter, see TigerOptimizer. A higher BF score results in faster but poorer optimization. A lower
BF score results in slower but better optimization. This parameter is visible only on controllers
enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is turned on. This parameter begins locked.

24.

Best fit time, expressed in 1/1000ths of a second, is used only in optimized
cut lists, limits the time allowed for the optimizer to come up with its best solution. The default
value of 2000 is recommended. This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 3,
or if Debug is turned on. This parameter begins locked.

25.

Best fit penalty is used only in optimized cut lists, helps regulate the way in
which the optimizer comes up with its best solution. The value of best fit penalty is added to each
board, in proportion to the inverse of its length. The default value is 1. The result of lowering this
value is faster optimization with shorter average board lengths. The result of raising this value is
slower optimization with longer average board lengths. This parameter is visible only on
controllers enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is turned on. This parameter begins locked.

26.

Banana #1, used only in precision end trim optimizing, restricts the values
the optimizer is given in order to get good Pieces out of stock which is bent (banana shaped). The
Banana #2 parameter does the same thing, but lets you have two levels of restriction. Typically,
enter a longer length for less bent boards in Banana #1, and a shorter length in Banana #2 for
badly bent stock. The optimizer will bypass longer lengths in the cut list when you select Ban1 or
Ban2 before processing a board. This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 3,
or if Debug is turned on. This parameter begins locked.

27.

Banana #2, as described above, restricts the optimizer.

28.

Drop box is the size of the drop box being used. This parameter is used only
with laser optimizing. Any piece of salvage or waste smaller than their minimum settings will be
cut down to a size smaller than this value. Example: If your drop box parameter is 5” and your
9
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best solution leaves 12” Waste, the last Piece will be cut and TigerStop will retract to the longest
length position, leaving the 12” Waste on the in feed side of the saw blade. Waste smaller than the
drop box parameter will fall into the drop box. This parameter is visible only on controllers
enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is turned on. This parameter begins locked.
29.

Clear parameter, used only in precision end trim optimizing, controls the
length of the move TigerStop must make to shove the PET cut into the drop box. Simply defined,
it is the length of the movement made after every PET cut. The value entered in clear should be
the distance from the zero point to the start of the drop box and cannot be longer than the PET
value (see next parameter). This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 3, or if
Debug is turned on. This parameter begins locked.

30.

PET, used only in precision end trim optimizing, controls the distance
TigerStop must move to cut out a split or check in the end of a board. The PET value is the length
of the movement made by PET systems (SysMode 14) each time
is pressed before starting
the actual cut list. It permits very precise end trims to be made, by advancing a small amount over
and over so as to only cut out the split at the end of the board, regardless of how long it is. This
parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is turned on. This
parameter begins locked.

31.

Waste, used only with laser optimizing, regulates how waste is divided from
salvageable material. Parts that are shorter than the Waste value will be chopped up into segments
shorter than or equal to the Drop Box value (see Drop Box parameter, above). Used with a label
printer, any part that is equal to or longer than the Waste value will be labeled “Waste = xx.xxx.”
This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is turned on. This
parameter begins locked.

32.

Salvage, used only with laser optimizing, regulates how defect material
which might added to salvageable material is divided from totally useless waste. Parts that are
shorter than the Waste value will be chopped up into segments shorter than or equal to the Drop
Box value (see Drop Box parameter). Used with a label printer, any part that is equal to or longer
than the Salvage value will be labeled “Salvage = xx.xxx.” This parameter is visible only on
controllers enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is turned on. This parameter begins locked.

33.

HandyOpt is used only with laser optimizing. This double password
protected parameter turns on the laser used in the HandyOpt system and should only have to be
entered once, when a system is installed. To turn on the laser, change the parameter value to 1. The
default value of 0 can be changed to 1 only on laser optimizing systems. This parameter is visible
only on controllers enabled for Level 3, or if Debug is turned on. This parameter begins locked.

34.

HO Mode is a global parameter affecting optimized cut lists on laser
defecting systems. Setting the value to 1 will cause Waste, Salvage and Defects to be grouped
together as much as possible, resulting in fewer cuts and a speedier and more efficient operation.
This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 5, or if Debug is turned on.
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35.

HO M-End, used only with laser optimizing, is the parameter that informs
the controller of the location of the laser. This parameter permits the laser to be located at the
motor end rather than the far end of the TigerStop, to facilitate cabling. Default value is 1,
indicating laser location at the motor end. A value of 0 in this parameter indicates laser location at
the far end. When replacing the controller on a HandyOpt with far end laser, the value of HO MEND must be changed to 0. This parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 5, or if
Debug is turned on.

36.

HO Diff, used only with laser optimizing, sets the range that successive
reads need to be within (for HO Cnt times) in order for the position to qualify as a mark. This
parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 5, or if Debug is turned on.

37.

HO Cnt, used only with laser optimizing, sets how many reads in a row the
laser needs to make within the HO Diff range in order to qualify the position being read as a mark.
This parameter accepts a range of values between 1 and 20, with a default value of 5. This
parameter is visible only on controllers enabled for Level 5, or if Debug is turned on.

38.

HO Limit, used only with laser optimizing, sets the default limit for the
laser range. Default value is set to the Maximum Limit of the TigerStop. HO Limit was introduced
to eliminate potential errors caused when the laser is reflected and defaults to maximum range of
30 meters. When this occurred, the end plate laser mark would read as an error correction instead
of home position, causing all marks not to be read. This parameter eliminates the laser plate that
registered the home end, as well as the need to reset the home position due to a laser mis-reading.
Default value is 78". Boundaries: Minimum = 40", Maximum = 240" This parameter is visible
only on controllers enabled for Level 5, or if Debug is turned on.

39.

Def Only, used only with laser optimizing, enables the defect only mode, in
which the system does not cut specific lengths of stock, but only removes defects as marked by the
laser. Set to a value of 1, defect only is enabled. Default value is 0. This parameter is visible only
on controllers enabled for Level 5, or if Debug is turned on.

40.

Process is a global parameter affecting general operation: Set to a value of 0
(the default value), this defines Normal operation, designed for wood workers, which prevents cuts
at the zero point and semi-automatic set point cut lists. Set to a value of 1, this defines Metal
working operation which permits cuts at the zero point and semi-automatic movement (SysMode
1). Set to a value of 2, this defines Drilling operation. While in a cut list, the length of cut 0 will be
taken to be the maximum space between holes. The controller will automatically make a hole at
the positions given by the head cut and tail cut, and will make evenly spaced holes in between
such that the minimum number of movements are made and such that no distance between
sequential holes is larger than the maximum given by cut 0. The controller will process as many
identical boards as the number listed in the cut number of cut 0. This parameter is visible only if
Debug is turned on.

41.

CLOD, set to a value of 1, enables Cut List On Demand on machines level
3 or higher. The default value is 0. This parameter is visible only if Debug is turned on.
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42.

System mode controls how TigerStop operates in conjunction with
interlocks and other accessories. This parameter is set at the factory and should not be changed,
except when setting up the Advanced Interlock in Full Auto mode. For other possible values, see
the relevant application notes.
0 No interlock installed (saw and TigerStop are not linked in any way).
1 Standard SIK interlock: The operator controls the saw cuts one at a time. After a cut is made,
TigerStop automatically moves to the next cut length and/or decrements the piece count.
2 Advanced AIK interlock: The function of an AIK with a Sys Mode setting of 2 is
indistinguishable from that of the SIK. The difference is that with the AIK, though the operator
seems to be controlling the saw, TigerStop is actually controlling it.
3 Full Auto AIK interlock: The operator activates the saw to initiate an automated sequence in
which saw and TigerStop work in conjunction, continuously, until the Clear Length is used up.
4 Rip Fence interlock: This parameter is only used with TigerRip Fence and causes TigerStop to
function as a TigerRip Fence only.
14 Precision End Trim active: This parameter is used only with the PET option.
15 TigerMeasure active: This parameter is used only with the TigerMeasure option.

TigerMeasure or HandyOpt?
When System Mode is set to 15 TigerMeasure, it prevents HandyOpt from working. When System Mode
is set to 2 or 3, HandyOpt can be used, but TigerMeasure is prevented from working.
TigerMeasure CANNOT be used with laser optimizing.
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Calib+ Timer Menu
Version 4.2+

The Calib+ Timer Menu contains parameters that control the time limits or
delays between critical events. Timers are primarily used for clamping and releasing, first
introduced with version 4.1. These are set to default values in 1000ths of a second. It is
advisable not to change any of these values without a certainty of the outcome, as it would
be easy to create a dangerous situation.
To access the Timer Menu…
1. Press

.

2. At

enter your

will be displayed

and press

. The first parameter

.

3. Scroll through the parameters by pressing
to go forward, or
to go backward.
4. To change a parameter’s value, simply scroll through the menu until it is displayed on the screen,
enter its new value with the number keys, and press

to store it,

the next value,
to store it and scroll to the previous value, or
menu and return to the Ready Screen.

to store it and scroll to
to store it, exit the

It is only at this point that any changes are written to the Flash memory. Prior to reaching the Ready
screen, a loss of power would result in no changes being recorded.

Timer Parameters
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Timer Parameters











Timer #1 controls the time delay between when the controller asserts the Clamps On signal, and
when it asserts the Saw Enable signal (Min limit of 0ms, a max limit of 108ms, and a default value
of 500ms).
Timer #2 controls the time delay between when the Saw Enable signal is no longer asserted and
when the Clamps On signal is no longer asserted (Min limit of 0ms, a max limit of 108ms, and a
default value of 500ms).
Timers #3, #4 and #5 are reserved.
Timer #6 is the timer for Clamp On before Saw Enable. When the foot switch is depressed and
released in less time than the value of Timer #6, the clamps will stay enabled for the duration of
Timer #6. If the foot switch is held down, Saw Enable will occur following a Timer #6 time
out. The user can press
to turn Clamps off at any time. Timer #6 is only referenced in
manual mode. (Min limit of 0ms, a max limit of 108ms, and a default value of 2000ms).
Timer #7 affects only machines in System Mode 2 or 3. It is the timer for DM to come on after
Saw Enable. If the Dead Man signal is not asserted (the saw blade has started its motion) within
the time expressed by the value of Timer #7 after the Saw Enable being asserted, the cycle will be
aborted and the cut list (if the user is in one) will be terminated. (Min limit of 0ms, a max limit of
108ms, and a default value of 2000ms).
Timer # 8 affects only machines in System Mode 2 or 3. It is the timer for the top arbor to come on
after DM. If the top arbor is not asserted (the saw blade has reached the top of its travel) within the
time expressed by the value of Timer #8 after the Dead Man is asserted, the cycle will be aborted
and the cut list (if the user is in one) will be terminated. (Min limit of 0ms, a max limit of 108ms,
and a default value of 2000ms).
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Access the Service Menu
To access the Service menu…
1. At the Ready screen
then quickly release.

hold down

at the same time and

The screen prompts you for a password

.

2. Enter the factory password

and press

.

3. The Service Menu will display
the first six options.
Version 3.1 displays only 4 options. Version 3.5 and later displays 6 options on the first screen.
4. Press

to view the second screen, showing options 7 and 8
1 - Baud Rate

2 - Language Selection

3 - Zero End

4 - I/O Control Menu

5 - Debug

6 - Serial Number

7 - Global Clear Cut Lists
8 - Compact Cut Lists

5. Press

.

to exit the Service Menu.
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1 - Baud Rate
The first setting in the Service Menu is the controller Baud Rate.




In version 3.0 it appears as 1 - Baud.
In version 3.5 and later, it appears as 1 - BR.
The baud rate for the controller and the PC's com port must be set to the same value.

To change the baud rate…
1. At the service menu
press
to select the Baud Rate parameter.
The top line of the screen displays the current baud rate, the bottom line displays the new baud
rate.
2. Press

to cycle through the available baud rates from highest to lowest…

…and then it returns to
3. When the desired baud rate displays, press
service menu

.

to select it as the new baud rate and return to the

.

4. To exit the Service Menu, press
.
The baud rate change takes effect upon exit.
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2 - Language Selection
There are two languages loaded into the TigerStop controller at the factory.
The controller displays information in the language selected.





The default language selection is English.
The default languages loaded at the factory are English and Spanish.
Any two available languages can be loaded into the controller at the factory.
Available languages are: English, Spanish, French, German, Dutch.
Contact TigerStop Technical Support for assistance in obtaining alternate language files.

To select the display language…
1. At the service menu
2. Press

press

to select the Language parameter.

to toggle between the available languages…

3. When the desired language displays, press
the service menu

to select it as the display language and return to

.

4. To exit the Service Menu, press
.
The language selection takes effect upon exit.
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3 - Zero End
The default zero end for TigerStops is the motor end.
The default zero end for TigerRip Fences is the far end.


The zero end can be changed to the opposite of the default at the service menu, switching
TigerStop's zero end from the motor to the far end.
It is unlikely that the zero end of TigerRip Fence would have to be switched, but it is possible to do
this using the method described below.

To reverse the zero end…
1. At the service menu
2. Press

press

to select the Zero End parameter.

to toggle between the two choices…

Some TigerStops may display the choices shown below, using alternate terms drive end and idle
end…

3. When the desired zero end displays, press
to select it.
4. TigerStop immediately runs the Home routine. Follow the prompts as usual during the Home
routine. When the Home routine finishes running, the display returns to the service menu
.
5. To exit the Service Menu, press

.

4 - I/O Control Menu
This parameter is for factory use only.
Do NOT attempt to modify!

5 - Debug
This parameter is for factory use only.
Do NOT attempt to modify!
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6 - Serial Number
When upgrading a TigerStop controller to a new software level, a new
enable code must be assigned. To enable TigerStop for the use of the upgrade, the enable
code must be entered at the serial number parameter in the service menu.
To enter a new enable code…
1. At the service menu
press
to select the Serial Number parameter.
The screen displays the TigerStop serial number and the current enable code
.
2. Press

.

The display responds with
3. Press

.

to reset TigerStop for a new enable code.

4. Press
to exit the service menu
5. Turn TigerStop OFF (Fig. 1) and wait for 5 seconds.
6. Turn TigerStop ON.

Continue at Step 2 in Enable Your TigerStop.
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7 - Global Clear Cut Lists
All cut lists stored in TigerStop memory can be cleared globally using the
Zero Cutlist operation in the service menu.
This will also globally clear all GoSet Hot Keys!

To clear (erase) ALL cut lists in TigerStop memory…
1. At the service menu
service menu.

press

to advance to the second screen of the

2. At the second screen

press

to select global clear cut lists.

3. At the prompt

press

if you want to clear ALL cut lists.

If you decide NOT to clear all cut lists, you can still back out without erasing all your cut lists by
pressing

to return to the Ready screen!

4. After you press

to clear all cut lists, the display returns to screen 2 of the service menu
.

5. Press
to return to the Ready screen, which will display a numeric count down of the cut
lists being erased in the lower right corner…

When the normal flashing measurement unit indicator re-appears in the lower right corner of the
Ready screen, the global clear operation is complete

.

The service menu MUST be exited after global clearing of the cut lists, before compacting.

After a global clear, you must also compact cut list
memory.
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8 - Compact Cut Lists
Cut lists are compacted using the Compact CL operation, available at the
service menu, screen 2.




Compacting makes more room for cut lists in memory
Compacting may resolve the problem that causes the "Check Sum Failure - Stop to Bypass" error
message to appear.
TigerStop automatically compacts cut lists in memory, but compacting should be done manually at
the service menu whenever cut lists have been globally cleared.

To compact cut lists in TigerStop memory…
1. At the service menu
service menu.

press

to advance to the second screen of the

2. At the second screen

press

to select compact cut lists.

3. At the prompt
4. After you press

press

if you want to compact memory.

to compact cut lists, the display returns to screen 2 of the service menu
.

5. Press
to return to the Ready screen, which will display a numeric count down of the cut
lists being erased in the lower right corner…

6. When the normal flashing measurement unit indicator re-appears in the lower right corner of the
Ready screen, the compacting operation is complete
.
7. Access the Service Menu and run Compact CL again.
The service menu must be exited before compacting the cut lists. The changes take effect upon the
second exit.
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Short Cut Keys
The TigerStop controller gives you instant access to several menus and operations by
means of short cut keys which are held down all at the same time, and then released. You always start at
the Ready screen. There is also a group of short cut keys used only by TigerStop technical support. Some
of these are used when TigerStop is powered ON and start from the Ready screen. Others are used by
holding the keys down together with TigerStop powered OFF, and then powering ON while holding them
down, before releasing them.

410 Service Menu
At the Ready screen
access the Service Menu.

hold down

to

74 Access Min-Max
At the Ready screen

hold down

.

52. Operational Diagnostics
At the Ready screen

hold down

.

10 Double End Toggle
At the Ready screen

hold down
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Boot Diagnostics
1. Power TigerStop OFF.
2. Hold down

and power TigerStop ON.

Motor Selection
1. Power TigerStop OFF.
2. Hold down

and power TigerStop ON.

IK Auto-Detect
Interlock auto-detect (SIK Standard Interlock)
1. Power TigerStop OFF.
2. Hold down

and power TigerStop ON.

Interlock auto-detect (AIK Standard Interlock)
1. Power TigerStop OFF.

2. Hold down
while depressing saw pedal
power TigerStop ON

Load Factory Settings
1. Power TigerStop OFF

2. Hold down
and power TigerStop ON
Factory settings are now loaded!

Load Default Values
1. Power TigerStop OFF
2. Hold down
and power TigerStop ON
Default values are now loaded!
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Change the TigerStop Password
Every TigerStop is programmed with a default factory password, the
machine serial number. TigerStop recommends maintaining the machine serial number as
the password, but it can be changed by following the instructions below.
To change the TigerStop password on machines version 3.5 or later…
1. Press
The screen prompts you to enter in a password.

.

2. Enter the factory password

and press

The user will be prompted to enter in a new password
We recommend using the serial number as the password.
3. Enter the new password

and press

.

.

The user will be prompted to enter in the new password again
4. Enter in the same password
and press
.
The display returns to the Ready screen and the password is changed.

NEVER use 81550 as the new password.
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